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Spanning and a part centuries, from the earliest contacts within the 1540s to the crumbling of
Spanish strength within the 17908, Storms Brewed in different Men's Worlds is a breathtaking
view of Indian peoples and Spanish and French intruders within the early Southwest. the first
concentration is the realm of the yank Indian, starting Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds
from the Caddos within the east to the Hopis within the west, and together with the histories
Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds of the Pueblo, Apache, Navajo, Ute, and Wichita
peoples. inside this region, from Texas to Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds New Mexico,
the Comanches performed a key, formative role, and no much less compelling is the tale of the
Hispanic frontier peoples who weathered the precarious, frequently hard technique of evolving
coexistence with the Indians at the northern frontier of latest Spain. First released in 1975, this
moment variation Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds features a new preface and afterword
via Elizabeth A. H. John, during which she discusses present study matters and the prestige of
the Indian peoples of the Southwest.
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